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Administrative red tape cited.

Faculty discontent shown
•
• •
in recent opinion survey
•

By DANA EAGLES
E.dltor-in-Chief

A comprehensive survey of
87 per cent of full-time
nine-month faculty members has
revealed the majority of FTU's
i n s t r u ct ors think the·
administration is tied up in red
tape, and does not support the
interests· of the faculty.

The results also show a
majority are dissatisfied with
opportunities for promotion and
believe student evaluation of
faculty members should be
discontinued. While a majority
believe research and service are
adequately recognized as criteria
in considering instructors for
promotion, faculty members
polled are about evenly divided

Psychology Department head
\

Abbott resigns post
"It's a personal decision with
no ill will or hard feelings" said
Dr. David W. Abbott, former
Psychology Department
ch airman, two weeks after his
resignation was announced.
Abbott, chairman of the
department for eight years, said
there is no replacement
presently under consideration,
but that the recruiting process
has begun.
Scouting for a new chairman
will include the placing of
advertisements in the American
Psychological Association
publication and the Chronicle of
Higher Education . The
university will also seek
candidates through the Regional
Psychology Convention.
In addition, the opening will
be posted and advertised in the
state capital, Tallahassee, to
comply with the Equal
· Opportunity Employment Act.
The tenured faculty of the

Psychology Department will
serve as a selection and screening
committee. The committee will
select three final candidates to
recommend to Dean Bernard C.
Kissel of the College of Social
Sciences and to President
Charles N. Millican.
"The final decision for a
replacement rests with the
president of the university,"
Abbott said.
A replacement could be
announced by June or July but
perhaps not until September,
Abbott said, adding that he will
remain acting chairman until the
candidate is selected.
"I like FTU very much and
am very committed to the
university," he said.
"It is inaccurate to state that I
do not like my colleagues. It is
simply an appropriate time for
me to resign my commission,"
Abbott said, ·noting he thinks
administrations should change
p~riodically.

on whether teaching is given
enough weight in those ·
decisions.
The survey was funded by the
Division of Sponsored Research
and conducted in conjunction
with the Faculty Senate. The
Faculty Opinion Survey
Committee was formed of one
instructor from each college and
two staff members from the
Academic Affairs Division.
Faculty members responded as
agreeing or disagreeing or
advocating or opposing
statements to various degrees.
Results reported here show
percentages of faculty members
who agreed, disagreed,
advocated or opposed to any
degree:
- Only 40 per cent think the
Faculty Senate is able to
influence administrative policy
change, and 91 per cent think
the senate should have "far more
influence" in university matters.
- Eighty-six per cent said the
practice of student evaluation of
faculty contributes substantially
to "grade inflation," the rising
percentage of high grades given
by instructors. Eighty-eight per
cent favored awarding fewer
high grades than are now
awarded.
- The majority think public
service is strongly encouraged by
the administration, but not
research or "quality teaching."
- Sixty-two per cent said
changing the name of the
university would be in the best
interests of the institution.
- An annual evaluation of
"key academic administrators"
by faculty members was
recommended by 90 per cent of
those polled.
- Almost all faculty members
polled-95 per cent-asked for a
reduction in the amount of
p a p e r w o r k r e q u he d of
instructors.
- A majority recommended
additional master's and doctoral
programs.
Sixty-one per cent
recommended the State
University system change from a
quarter to a semester system.

Photo by Mike Padgett

THE YOUNGEST STUDENTS AT FTU were oriented Monday when
the FTU Child Care Center opened. The center has 17 children
enrolled ranging in age from two to five years. Acting director Dean
Carol Wilson described the first day as "successful and surprisingly
smooth." ·story on page 8.

- As did a recent Faculty
Senate resolution, a majority of
instructors urged that a minor
area of study be established and
recognized as an option to the
students.
Most faculty members polled
are dissatisfied with the way the
administration treats faculty
members as professionals.
Seventy-six per cent find the
sit ua ti on either "generally
unsatisfactory" or "very
unsatisfactory."
A great majority-85 per
cent-registered some degree of
dissatisfaction with the amount
of faculty input into decisions

Continued on page 2
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STUDENT SENATOR DEB SAMMONS takes complaints at the SG
gripe table during registration last week. Though the registration
process went smoothly despite a 24 hour delay due to computer
problems, Student Body President Gary Andersen said he collected
over 100 pages of student complaints.

rRegistration :-,
ISmooth despite complaintsl
By ARLA FILKO
and

ANNE MERRITT
Staff Writers

FTU's new registration schedule appeared to run smoothly despite
complaints voiced by two-thirds of the 15 students polled during
regular registration.
Eleven students said the elimination of advance registration was an
inconvenience; four said it was not.
Complaints seemed divided between conflicting work schedules
and shortened breaks. Three students cited additional driving as a
problem and two students said finding a baby-sitter caused a hardship.
Keith Henderson, a senior microbiology major, said he was forced
to take two days off work in order to register.
Debbie Romanski, a senior in theatre, said, "I had to get off work
to register. Advance registration would have been easier. This
registration messed up the students' vacations."
In addition to conflicting jobs, four students said registration
interfered with their plans during the break.
Alice Noss, a junior in respiratory therapy responded, "This is my
third day out hery on campus. I hated to give up three days of my
vacation.
Suzanne Riccaboni, a junior in elementary education, voiced the
same objection. "I was expecting a vacation time. I think they rely
very heavily on a computer, but it could have been handled better
with a pre-registration during the break was "definitely an
inconvenience. I had to drive over from Cocoa. I don't like it."
Tugging on the hand of an impatient youngster, Barbara Sakuma, a
senior history major, said, "It sure was an inconvenience for me. I had
to find a baby-sitter for the other child and drive from Titusville.
Gary Andersen, student body president, said registration went.
smoothly except when the computer broke down. However, he said
having registration during spring break was an "absolute
inconvenience" to students.
To support his statement, Andersen said Stu~ent Government set
up a table during registration for students to voice their opinions.
According to Andersen, Student Government collected over 100 pages
of written comments.
Continued on page 5

Vicki Roussrnan will
.resign to avoid dismissal
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

Village Center Programming
Director Vicki Roussman has
chosen to resign at the end of the
spring quarter rather than face a
possible dismissal by FTU
administrators.
According to David Huang,
president of the Village Center
Board (VC) Ms. Roussman met
with Dr. C. William Brown,
associate vice president for
Student Affairs, and Dr. Kenneth
Lawson, director of Village
Center, March 12 to discuss her
e valuation. Brown sais the
evaluation is given after five
months of probationary
employment with the university
·continued on page 15

VICKI ROUSSMAN
-'Personality' cited
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IF acuity survey I

Parachuters
to hold classes

Continued from page 1

on matters that directly affect
them. Eighty-three per cent said
faculty representatives should
help decide the allocation of
university funds each year.
Sixty per cent are dissatisfied
with FTU's academic standards,
and 86 per cent recommended
they be raised.
Overall, 5 per cent are "very
well satisfied" as faculty
members at FTU, 18 per cent
are "quite satisfied," 37 per ceQ.t
are "fairly satisfied," 1 7 per cent
are "fairly dissatisfied," 14 per
cent .are "quite dissatisfied" and
1 0 per cent are "very
dissatisfied."
President Charles N. Millican
said Tuesday there is some
"enlightening information" in
the survey which he planned to
discuss with Vice-President for
Academic Affairs C.B. Gambrell
to find ways to make
improvements.
Millican said he was already
aware of most of the opinions
expressed by facul.t y members,
but said the "degree of
agreement" on some items was ·
weaker than he expected. As an .
example, he said the
administration had always tried
to stress the importance of
teaching, while the survey_shows _

only about 34 per cent perceive
quality teaching as being
strongly encourae:ed.
Millican said because this was
the first survey of its kind, he
had no "benchmark" to
ascertain how faculty opinions
may have changed.
Survey committee chairman
Dr. William R. Brown said a final
report with analyses of the data
and a summary version of the
final report will be published
and distributed later this
quarter. The survey results are
available at the reserve desk in
the library.

The FTU Sport Parachute
Club will hold its first skydiving
classes April 13 and 15 at 7 p.m.
in ENGR 108.
The classes will meet for
three hours on each evening and
at the end of the class each
student will make a parachute
jump at a local airport.
The cost for the classes and
the first jump will be $30 per
person.
The Sport Parachute club
presently has 15 members and is
hoping to increase its
membership. All FTU students
and faculty are invited to
participate.
Anyone interested in
attending the classes or receiving
additional information should
contact Dr. Thomas Harrow,
extension 2401 or the Office of
Student Organizations.
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Sixteen creations from those swell folks at NatLompCo.
the company that will sell you anything.
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'1ron-ons include political put-downs. purely artistic designs in the
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be sure to- print your name and address. listing your correct zip
code number.
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SG election
controve.rsy
resolved

'The Sting' plays
at local window
BUZZING AROUND
CAMPUS,
Fugure
photographer Fred Sommer
nearly got a quick case of
the hives when he was stung
into action by a sight to
beehold. He snapped these
two honeys beside Dorm D.
So m mer thinks . h is
·photographic activity
caused the colony to make
a hasty evacuation, at right.

Photos by Fred Sommer

For student body president

Rick Walsh announces candidacy
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

This week Student Body
Vice-President Rick Walsh
announced his intention to run
for student body president. ·
With emphasis on "student
seivices" Walsh said if elected he
will seek to provide additional
aid to students in the form of
such programs as the Nexus
phone system, establishing a
co-op campus gas station and

Fut_ure
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insured apartment deposits
,through which students would
pay a $10 fee to Student
Government in leiu of the
damage deposit which usually
runs about $100.
Walsh is presently workir:ig on
forming a Centralized Service
Office, located in the VC, which
should be operative by fall
quarter. Through this office
students can receive information
and referal services for job
placement, car pools,
babysitting, housing, roomates
and travelboard, among others.
Walsh added he would like to
bring a ticket agency to campus
for students to secure tickets to
community entertainment such
as plays and concerts.
A political science major,
Wash is backgrounded with state
and local governmental
experience (including an

"getting FTU into the
internship with Rep. Dick
Batchelor and two years community" through job
pl a cement programs and
participation in the annual
encouraging student internships
Model Senate at Stetson
University. He said he feels FTU at the state government levels.
Accor.ding to Walsh the
can play a more effective role in
legislative activities since there is platforms on which he is running
are feasible and can be
now a student lobby in
Tallahassee (Florida Student accomplished through Student
Association) which is comprised
Government action.
of the student body presidents
Under Walsh's term as
of the nine state universities.
student body vice-president, the
One campus lobby program
Student Senate has passed a
Walsh said would be effective is · number of student-oriented bills
a "grip session" which would
including the construction of the
give students an opportunity to
bike path. connecting FTU and
air their views on political issues.
Colonial Drive, allocation of
Under this plan, (SG) would
funds for the construction of the
man the Kiosk (the information
Child Care Center, establishment
booth between the Library and
of an FM radio station, and
Dorm B) and supply students loaning $20,000 to the Stud~nt
with stamped envelopes to be
Financial Air Department to
sent to the appropriate officials assist in granting loans after all
available money had been
with the students' letters.
Wal sh said he advocates · handed out.

A controversy between two
candidates for the student body
presidency, Rick Walsh, student
body vice president and student
senator Rolfe White, concerning
illegal campaign practices was
resolved when Student
Government Attorney General
· Jim Monroe recently decided
neither candidate was in
violation of any election
statutes.
The controversy sta.r ted over
two feature articles published by
the Future concerning Walsh and
·White. Monroe said while the
·Walsh article was more general,
White expressed his platform
;throughout ttie article in what
Monroe termed an "overt"
manner.
White also appeared on
WFTU television and discussed
his candidacy. When Walsh saw
Whit.e on television, he called
Monroe and asked him if he too
could start actively campaigning.
But Monroe said he had to first
investigate the election code
concerning campaigning before
· the official starting date on
Monday.
After examining the election
statutes, Monroe said neither
Walsh nor White could be
penalized because .the election
code dealt expressly with the
spending of any funds for
campaign purposes, which
neither candidate had donw.
"They can talk all they want
because talk is cheap," Monroe
said, "But they can't spend any
funds." ·
White said the investigation
was "outrageous and
unnecessary," saying he hadn't
committed any violations. Walsh
also commented on the
investigation, saying White"
overreacted" and no one would
prevent him (Walsh) from
running for the presidency.

Dingess sets platforlll
for upconting veep race
By KERRY FAUi'JCE
,I

........
1-

!

Associate Editor

David - Dingess, a junior
majoring in accounting, declared
his candidacy for vice-president
of the student body Tuesday.
Dingess is presently servin·g
the Student Senate as president
pro tern. Other political
activities include membership in
the Young Democrates and the
Political Science Union. In
addition, Dingess is a member of
the Sigma· Chi fraternity.

Fellowship
awarde<J
to student
Michael McNab, an FTU
mathematics and physics major,
is a recipient of one of 550
National Science Foundation
Graduate Fellowships.
The fellowships, given to
students demonstrating
outst:anding ability in science,
engineering and mathematics,
are based on merit, and were
sought by 5,330 students across
the nation.
McNab, the only Central
Floridian on the list, will
graduate summa cum laude from
FTU June 11.
The fellowship, awarded for
three years of graduate study,
carries a stipend of $3,900 per
year for full time study, plans a
· $3,400 educational allowance
for tuition and fees.

His platform includes three
major student interests. These
are student academics,
recreation and Student
Government (SG) services.
How the elections work, page 8 .
"It is time the SG got
involved in the academic affairs
of students," he explained. In
academics, Dingess supports a
grade appeals system and a
student-faculty colition to
promote a "first-class relevant
education." Othe.r areas of
concern include the expansion
of evening courses, the
prevention of tuition increases
and a reinstatement of
pre-registration, he said.
Dingess said he supports a
"first class recreation program
for students." He plans to do
this by expanding on campus
entertainment with additional
low cost events, and recreational
education programs such as
scuba classes and archery.
The recreation program needs
to be improved, he said, because
· students are getting "more
leisure time."
Expansion of SG services
constitutes another plank of
Dingess' platform. This could
include a centralized office of l
student services, additional ·
parking closer to campus, closer
acru tinization of food services
and additional on campus
housing, he said.
"I want to make the Student
Government a more powerful
voice in the affairs of the
university," he explained.

The Circle K Club
is returning to FTU
Men and women interested in joining this Kiwanis sponsore.d
organization may call Mr. -Sam Boone on ext. 2530,
or Tom Bell at 273-7446
or sign up in the office of Student Affairs.
The club is especially interested in former
Key Club and Circle K members, veterans
and those elderly students who waited a few
years until entering college.
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STUDENTS
Golfing
Equipment

Commentary_

The Wallace legacy:
Behind the rhetoric
By RANDY NOLES

measures in to law.

Managing Editor

Much to the delight of many
political observers, George
Wallace may have run his last
national campaign. Repeated
trouncings at the hands of fellow
southerner Jimmy Carter seem
to show that the Wallace appeal
has finally faded. The show's
over.
Although a man like Wallace,
because he has and always will·
inspire unreasoned rage in his
detractors and loyalty and _
adoration in his hard-core
supporters, seems to utterly defy
objective analysis, it nonetheless
seems appropriate now to
observe the governor's political
demise with a few general
observations.
One of the last remaining
"characters" in American
politics, Wallace is not a
Hitler-like demagoue, nor has he
ever been a danger to the
political system. Democracy has
survived far more serious threats.
How about his record as
governor of Alabama? Well, it
hasn't been all bad. Many of
Wallace's real accomplishments
have been overshadowed by his
own rhetoric. The Alabama
pictured by Wallace foes--a
backward, poverty ridden
Dogpatch, driven down the road
to economic ruin by the
governor and a group of fat,
cigar-smoking political
cronies,--simply no longer exists.
Though progress in the Heart of
Dixie has been painfully slow,
and its entry into the 20th
century a trifle late, Alabama
during the Wallace tenure has
made notable strides socially and
economically, far more than
many detractors would like to
admit. His record, far from that
of an arch-conservative, is quite
adequate, considering. He has
fought the big utilities on rate
increases, and built new junior
colleges and trade schools until
there is one easily accesible to
every citizen of Alabama, even
in rural areas. He boosted
unemployment and workman's
compensation benefits, and
signed tough, new anti-pollution

The record is not all rosy, but
Alabamians have consistently
voted Wallace into office by
whopping margins--and that
includes, surprisingly enough,
large majorities . of Alabama's
black vot.e as well. It seems,
then, that Wallace's claim of
concern for the "average man" is
not entirely campaign
progoganda.

Wallace ·- is not a Hitler-like
demagogue, nor has he ever
been a danger to the
political system. Democracy
has s u rvived far more
serious threats . . . His
constituency represents the
admirable flexibility of the
Democratic party to
embrace widely varying
philosophies and opinions.
I

But, is Wallace a racist? Yes,
he is. Though mellowed in
recent years, the deplorable
"schoolhouse door" incident in
the early 1960s remains many
Americans' main association
with Wallace. Wallace's brand of
i bigotry now, it seems to me, is
'of the patronizing, paternalistic
school embodied in the Old
South of "Gone With the Wind"
rather th an the screaming
segregationism of the early '60s.
It should be pointed out,
however that he does not now,
nor has he ever considered the
black man the social and
intellectual equal of the white
man.
Is he a dangerous demagogue?
No, he isn't, though he certainly
sounds like one. Philosophically,
however, if one judges just the
issues, Wallace scarcely differs

from the same people who
purport to detest everything
Wallace stands for.
Don't get the wrong idea. I'm
glad he'll never be president.
For all his shortcomings, and
there are many, indeed,
Wallace's crudely articulated
appeals to emotion have
involved the alienated and vastly
overlooked middle class in the
political system, making them,
as Wallace is fond of saying, the
"kings and queens of American
politics."
As a liberal; I vehemently
oppose many of Wallace's
statements on big government,
welfare, foreign aid, and
pointy-headed intellectuals. But
as a writer, I appreciate the color
and spice he's added to the
national political scene.

God wants
.yout_o
celebrate
America's
bicentennial...
by helping
others.
Practice
what you
pray.
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from mostof other
presidential
candidates
both parties,
who, • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
with a little more polish perhaps,
now spout many of the same
views Wallace has voiced for
years--especially concerning big
· government. This emulation
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' Participants are needed for a study of children's
reactions to various type~ of television programs.

~

Approximately 45 minutes per child is required.
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Did \IOU bother to lock
your bike this morning?
yourenm?

.Registration

Wll ltbethere when

Continued from page 1
"Everybody we talked to a 11 equipment used in
didn't like it (registration during registration is instructional·
spring break) except for the media equipment taken from the
foreign students. They don't go Computer Science Department.
"We are competing with
home during break and as a
result can devote more time to instructional time for use of the
their classes during the quarter. equipment," said . Chapman.
Andersen continued, "Right "What has priority? We try to
now we are estimating how get the best of both worlds."
much it cost each student to
In addition to equipment
register during spring break. We conflicts, outside workers must
will compare it with what the be hired to run the machines
administration is saving."
during registration.
Andersen estimates each
Registration was delayed 24
student had to pay about $20 to hours Wednesday when the
register. Andersen bases that central processing unit of the
figure on what students have computer broke down in Tampa.
told him, on time students took
FTU relies on the Central
off from work and the time Florida Regional Data Center at
spent in travel.
the University of South F1orida
The student body president for registration.
sympathized with students who ·
Two thousand students
live outside the Central Florida registered Tuesday before the
area when the computer broke computer broke down at 4 a.m.
All students registration times
down. "Communication to those
students is impossible to do. We were honored, in sequence, 24
have students from Miami, hours later.
M o n d a y , a n ' ' o pen
Jacksonville, Fort Pierce ... and
the news bulletins were only on registration'? period was held for
Central Florida radio stations.
students who had not registered
The elimination of advance earlier, but participants were
reg is tra ti on, which forces scarce, perhaps because those
undergraduate, graduate and who chose to wait to register
postbaccalaureate students to lost their registration priority.
return during the quarter break
Monday Chapman said, "We
to register, was an economic had no problems with
move by the university.
registration. I would prefer we .
''We're in trouble · keepit(thenewschedule)."
financially-we must cut every
corner we can," said Wm. Dan
Chapman, uniy registrar.
According to Chapman, the
university qualified for $2.5
million based on student
enrollment figures, but only
received $600,000 this year
from the state.
"The elimination of advance
registration was one of the areas
to cut corners," said Chapman.
Citing other economic
measures already taken,
Chapman said, "We do not
recruit students, nor have we
increased the personnel staff in BUSINESS STUDENT
the office of registration since it
LINDA B. ACHEE was
opened."
awarded a $450 scholarship
"My office staff has worked March
27 by the
overtime to keep up with the
Mid-Florida
Women's
applications for admission," he
Traffic
Club.
Mrs.
Achee,
adde9..
"Savings incurred are not · 20, is a junior marketing
necessarily measurable dollars,,, major with a 3.7 GPA, and
said Chapman, explaining that lives in Titusville.

MARKETING

luxurious living
alon& freshwater
!hares
Swatbbudllers
·
aNl landlubbers ·
• ' · alike may find
a leewatd haven
here .
. one and tWobedroom

REELOCK is the first bicycle locking system to otter
convenience and absolute safety. The system attaches
to the frame crossmember, and cannot be
removed in lock position. Chain retracts into tamperproof case when not in use. Locks and unlocks in
second5!

• compact steel case bolts
to frame.
• locks and unlocks in seconds.
• cut. shatter and tamper·proof.
c;i151S:lesi-ll1111 inadequate
stems

ORDER NOW!

apartments.°"•
......... townhoulrs wilb
IOftysleepingqu.ten

Pro• •110

East Aloma and Hal! Road
'tis here you can rest
your dinghy

67i-2223

REELOCK

!n. w.til's Mtst AllWlmll Bk:;ae LOllill!l 5rsl!tl! I

Available only by mail from:
The Williams Company
370 East I Ith Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203
Allow 4-6 weeks for deh\le:fy

(DELTA SIGMA Pl)·
A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

Cordially invites all business
1rtajors to attend a rush ·c offee on

Tuesday - April 6, 1976
Time -12:00Noon
Place - General Classroom
Bldg. Room -103

,,

MARKETING

The FTU Ma~ket_ing Club
_·extends an open invitation to
all persons with an int.erest in
Marketing.
.... _

B
·. o
u
I

For more iRformation,
please st~p by the Classroom Building
(1st_·floor)
April 5-9 11d chat wit~ us.

MARKETING

•I

q

M~_RKETING

"DEE.~S SANDWICH SHOP"
• LONG..&. .SHoRT
DRESSES
.
.
. .
.·.
.
'

• PANTSUITS .• JUMPSUITS·

--~qf EN SUNDA~S.·
· across from ~inn. Dix.ie Union Park
273-1910

•BLOUSES •SLACKS •SKIRT .
• Name Brand ·Items

Make new name
part ofgrowth
Three years later, there are some of us who think Florida
Technological University by another name would smell
sweeter.
The · "identity crisis" caused by FTU's name that
President Millican cited in March 1973, opening what
became a long and fruitless debate, hasn't disappeared; the
school's name today reflects even less the primary mission
of the university: liberal arts and business.
The word "technological" unquestionably conjures up
images of machinery, test tubes and long equations, all of
which are a part, but by no means the whole of this ...
institution. As long as the name remains, unfamiliar ·' _:-_
potential students, donors and givers of grants will continue / _
to pigeon-hole FTU as a "technical school." And there is
still the . disgruntling impression that neither the residents of
the Orlando metropolitan area nor the spacecoast really
identify FTU as "their" university in the absence of some
reference to Central Florida or Orlando in the name.
That identification, we believe, is sorely needed if FTU in
the next few years is to build the base of community
financial and moral support it lacks.
The Board of Regents committee evaluating the president
called the name ''unquestionably a misnomer" and a -:-majority of the faculty, as shown by the recent opinion -survey, support the changing of the name, even at this late
date. The cost would be high-estimates in 1973 ran as high
·--~~-as $40,000-but the benefits would be much greater in the ~ ....-~--~!ll~~!IBll!•l!ll
long run, in terms of finances and personnel.
:a
- --~.
FTU is burgeoning campus. As with any community or
Till& 1'1\0\1E5 l'I. '?B.£8l)EN'TJAL- - . . - .
institution that grows, the lack of careful planning will
GAN])lbR.TOSlS HJ\& iu:J\GHE)
make the growth haphazard and the end result disorganized .
and disunified. We believe this university will continue to
grow, and that a new name shpuld be part of that growth.
Surely worse than a mid-size university wrongly named
would be a large university wrongly named.
_ The campaign to change our name should be opened
again, but this time with a determination that won't let the
issue die, and with the result being a name truly reflective of
our scope and location.
(Editor's Note: It is not the deplorable and det.eriorating
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Millican, Gambrell
COMMENT resign.ations urged

Firings without charges make
employe defens es impossible
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

The re cent employment
disputes between Dr. Henry Van
Twyver, Vicki Roussman and
Dr. Klaus W. Lindenberg and
university administrators all have
two points in common. First, all
were rated as satisfactory on
their professional evaluations.
These evaluations take into
consideration each employe's
background qualifications, the
calibre of their work and
projects initiat.ed.
The other point shared by
these employes is that they have
been denied contract renewals
because of reasons related to
personality conflicts.
In the case of Van Twyver,
actual reasons for
non-recommendation of tenure
were not provided. The reasons
provided, which simply sta~e

that four of five tenured faculty
members and the department
ch.airman opposed
recommendation, do not explain
the rationale for the decision.
With Ms. Roussman, reasons
given for the opposition to her
contract renewal were more
concrete. According to David
Huang, president of the Village
Center Board, Ms. Roussman
was charged with having an
abrasive personality and an
improper personal appearance
(such as choice of clothing).
According to Dr. C. William
Brown, associate vice-president
for student affairs and one of
Ms . Roussman 's supervisors,
there is no place on the employe
evaluation forms to rate overall
personality. Brown said Ms.
Roussman rat.ed satisfactorily
when judged by the criteria
found on the form. But because
of conditions during her six
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month probationary period,
Brown said he would have
difficulty saying it was a
''satisfactory employment
situation." He explained that
stat.e law prohibit.ed him from
giving a detailed explanation of
the unsatisfactory situation.
Ms. Roussman 's contract
opposition again raises the
question of whether or not an
em p loye- should be terminated
because of reasons not specified
on their official evaluation.
E. J. Maloney, acting director
of personnel services, and the
evaluation form is meant to be a
subjective tool. Evaluators are
sup posed to transfer their
opinion of whether or not the
employe is suit.ed for the job to
that form. In order to be totally
effective, an evaluation form
would have to be made for each
individual job, he explained.
Still another tenure
opposition apparently based on
personality objections is that of
Linden berg, who said he was
rated satisfactory on every
criterion established by the
Board of Regents (BOR).
But according to Brown, most
problems that arise with
employes are those that deal
with personality. Manllgers
"tend to rate people too highly
and go well beyond
personality," he explained.
The two big questions these
controversies raise are: Is it legal
(or ethical) to terminate one's
employment for reasons not
specified on their evaluation?
And should one be denied
contract renewal without
concrete reasons?
In regard to rating personnel
according to criteria found on
evaluation forms, Brown
commented, ''There are

Continued on page.7

anonymous letters to the editor,
although the author's name can
be withheld by request. We are
making an exception in printing
the following unsigned letter,
however, because we consider
the issue of faculty-administration relations a viable one, and
because in covering the news on
campus we have often heard
many of the same sentiments
expressed by faculty members
"off the record.·~
Editor:
It is a sad day indeed, when a
member of the teaching faculty
desires to write a let.ter
lamenting the conditions at
FTU, but is also fearful of
including one's signature. I trust
the letter will be . published in
the Future (not censored) since I
believe my thoughts are shared
by a substantial nl!mber of other
faculty. I am not a member of
the union nor currently {up to
the moment) "persona non
grata" with the administration.
In the few years that FTU has
existed, the administration has
achieved an unbelievable record,
i.e., alienation of the majority of
the teaching faculty. Alienation
has resulted from a virgual
absence of two-way
communication. It is true that
the
administration
communicates; but does not
list.en to the response from the
teaching faculty. It is true also
that there are numerous faculty
committees supposedly with
input to the administration.
However, these committees
simply lend an air of democratic
respectability to a system which,
for the most part, is closed.
Unions do not emerge in
universities when honest, open
democratic conditions exist. Nor
does the teaching faculty
respond in essentially a negative,
hostile consensus toward an
administration as evidenced in
the findings. of the recent,
Faculty Opinion Survey·
conducted under the auspices of
the FTU Faculty Senate.
In my opinion two persons
are primarily responsible for the

namely President Charles N.
Millican and Vice-President C. B.
Gambrell. Neither man enjoys
the distinction of being
acclaimed a scholar. Both men
are politicians playing to
audiences other than the FTU
teaching faculty. Let's take a
look at some points related to
each man, and in some instances,
supported by the findings in the
aforementioned Faculty Opinion
Survey.
The infrequent meetings of
the Faculty General Assembly,
conducted by Dr. Millican, are
farces. They are usually
individual soliloquies by several
administrators. No two-way
communication. Time could be
saved if they simply made their
comments in memoranda as was
done repeat.edly in recent
memoranda regarding unions.
Tremendous hoopla
emanated from the President in
1973 reg~ing the monumental
University Self Study. The
reaching faculty responded in
good faith with an investment of
considerable int.ellectual input,
energy and time over and
beyond our regular
responsibilities to complete the
study. The "recommendations
and goals" have never been
shared or dealt with in working
committees composed of
reaching faculty. Why not?
The manner in which Dr.
Millican has "handled" a number
of faculty grievances is a
travesty. Furthermore, the
findings of the Faculty Opinion
Survey repudiates the contrived
input into the recent whitewash
evaluation of the president. And
yet, the teaching faculty were
informed at the time students
began to evaluate us, that were
we not qualified to evaluat.e
administrators.
Dr. Gambrell's volatile
behavior when seriously
challenged or opposed and his
autocratic decision making is
legend among the faculty. He
dominates the Faculty Senat.e
and has been known to
intimidate those senators who

Continued on page 7
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Knowing
self, acting to fullest, ,I M-z·11·ican Gam b re 11 J
_
self-respect keys to success
.
Contin:dfrompage6

In comtemplating the
honor of being asked to
deliver the first guest column,
it occurs to me there is a
certain responsibility which I
bear to the readeiship of the
paper, namely a relevant
choice of topic.
C-ertainly, if the students
who come into my office are
any indication of interests,
one of the more important
questions of the day seems to
be, "How do I obtain
adequate insurance in today's
job market?" I submit that
this question may be reduced
to an irreducibly basis one;
"What are the requirements
for success in today's world?,,
In their own way, students
seem to be troubled over the
same question that has
challenged philosophers and
sages since man became
intelligent enough to think.
e I don t have a complete
ans er, it seems to me that
certain ke elements have not
changed significantly in the
past several thousand years.
The firs guidepost for
succe is a personal internal
one: Know ourself before
ou. woul d a tempt to
understand and deal with
o er people.' This is perhaps
b
most educators
recognize the need for a
liberal arts education. The
study of the humanities,
social sciences, and technical
sciences hopefully gives th,e
student both a benchmark for
comparison of his actions and
beliefs as well as a fund of
general information.
Probably the second
guidepost for success follows
from the first. That is, _

Guest
Dr. Walter A. Bogumil Jr.
Acting Assistant Dean,
Undergraduate Program,
College of

Business Administration

Column
"Respect yourself, your
principles, your ideals."
Certainly it is easy in today's
world to find models of
shoddy ethics and behavior,
but it is reasonably clear that
the continuation of society
still demands that we place a
higher regard and respect for
men who deal with their
fellows in an equitable and
forthright manner.
These individuals are, in
the final analysis, the people
who keep civilization
functioning. Even though
cunent "pop philosophy"
would accept ripping off tti.e
system for whatever one can
get and though there will
always be inctividuals who
will adhere to that
-short-sighed view of
existence, the subscribers to
that philosophy must always
be held inferior.
"Act to the fullest
measure of your capacity in
whatever you do" would be
my choice for the third and
final guidepost for success. It
may be clear to you in small
examples of day to day life
that the fe~ing of success

stems
from
the
accomplishment of difficult
task. It is the act of not rising
up in the face of a challenge
that reduces whatever fund of
self-esteem an individual may
possess. It is precisely this
failure of nerve that leads to
the humdrum existence t.tiat
so many people are faced
with in their everyday lives.
Some may say that this
prescription for a successful
existence is not applicable to
their scheme of life. It would
seem to me that this
prescription leads to a sense
of fulfillment and satisfaction
in spite of the difficulties that
all men face on a day to day
basis. In the final analysis,
personal fulfillment and
satisfaction are probably the
only reasonable guideposts
for sucoes~

a

oppos e n1m by informing their
dean and/or department
chainnan. He disregards . the
recommendations of faculty
committees when the
recommendations are contrary
to his positions (this has
definitely occurred in tenure and
promotions).
He frequently denies having
made statements when the same
state men ts appear in his
memoranda. Dr. Gambrell is also
partial to the faculty of the
College of Engineering (tenure,
promotions, salaries, etc.),
although the college's number of
full· time equivalent students are
the lowest among the six
colleges. In other words, the rest
of the university carries the
College of Engineering.. FTU is
an inappropriat.e name.

There are many other
profound items,. as indicated in
the findings of the Faculty
Opinion Survey, that could be
added to the foregoing concerns.
·Continued from page 6
Although the concerns are
endless, the fact remains that a
judgments to be made on other vast majority of the teaching
faculty feel demoralized and
bases."
dehumanized as a result of the
As for employe evaluation
manner in which we have been
forms, we would have to
recommend that points of treated by the administration.
We have been relegated to a
criticism be spelled out to
personnel. If an employe is to be st.atus of second class citizens
judged on personality, this rather than being recognized and
criterion should be included on a c c e pt e d as de di ca te d,
-p·rofessional academicians.
the evaluation form.
Con tract denial without
Now we have little choice but
reason is a practice that is in
t.o
join the United Faculty of
greatest need of reform. How
Florida (UFF) if we wish to
can ·one defend charges of
misconduct, if reasons are not
supplied?

Firings

Pos1110Ns -ARE

Now

OPEN

bring about positive changes.
Consistent,
open
communications and a strong
democratic Faculty Senat.e
would have negated this option.
However, the UFF is now in an
enviable position of being able
to organize the t.eaching faculty
around the findings of the
FAculty Opinion Survey. The
findings are loud and clear. And
yet, some teaching faculty
believe that Drs. Millican and
Gambrell will attempt to
disregard the findings.
It is my understanding that
retirement from administrative
positions is mandatory C\t ages
sixty-five. Can we afford to wait
until 1981 for Dr. Millican or
until 1989 for Dr. Gambrell to
re ti re? Their continued
"leadership" is "not in the best
interests of the institution."
Drs. Millican and Gambrell
should resign now from the
university. Even their token
gestures of registration would be
accepted. Obviously, they do
not enjoy the confidence of a
substantial segment of the
teaching faculty. Let this voice
be the first in a growing number
of voices urging their immediate
resignations.
Gentlemen, farewell!

FoR
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OF THE FuTURE
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All part of new Child Care Center

Children, fun, toys and excitement
By HOLLY CRISWELL

a real pleasure for me." "We've
gotten a lot of cooperation from
the FTU community,'' she
Buildings blocks, a doll house
added.
and brightly painted yellow,
The center is a fully
green and orange rooms for
equipped, modem, educational
college students?
facility for children whose
Well, these particular "FTU
parents are FTU students.
Two rooms are designated for
students" range in age from 2 to
the children's activities. One for
5 years and have a very special
playing with toys and games and
place on campus . . . the Child
the other for "creative
Care Center which celebrated its
activities," (which means they 're
grand opening Monday.
messy activities). The rooms are
Described as a "successful
divided by the receptionist's area
and surprisingly smooth first
and easily observable through
day," by FTU Dean of Women
la9ge windows.
·
Carol Wilson, the center opened
"This way parents or
with 17 children placed in ii new
observers can come in and see
and unfamiliar environment and
what the kids are up to,"
ended with the screams. of
laughter and plenty of
explained Dean Wilson.
rough-housing by contented
In addition to these play
toddlers.
areas, there is also a large, fenced
Dean Wilson, actin-g as
playground behind the center to
· director for the first week, said
facilitate the children's more
working at th~ center "has been __ active games.
Staff Writer

The center includes a background of working with
receiving kitchen for the hot children in day care centers and
lunches served daily. The food is kindergartens. Mrs. Davis has a
prepared by the campus food son at FTU and came to the
service and, according to Dean center because, "I think the
Wilson, construction costs were program is just great. It's
cut down by not building a stimulating," she said.
Mrs. Davis said she thinks the
. complete kitchen to do the
center helps the children and .
cooking.
parents relate to each other.
Ev en the bathrooms are
"When the parents go to school
designed with the child in mind,
complete with pint-sized sinks so do the kids," she .said.
The center offers several
and minature toilets. (Three are
also adult-sized facilities for the schedules designed t.o meet the
needs of the FTU students.
staff.)
Three three-hour shifts and a full
Although the center has a
8 am. to 5 p.m. day are
capacity to handle up to 80
available to the children for any
children, Dean Wilson said for
the first few weeks a maximum , number of days per week desired
of 20 children will be enrolled. . by the parents.
"Our first consideration is the
With a staff of four (an
students," explained Dean
administrator, teacher-aid and
Wilson. "We've tried to set up a
four work-day students) the
schedule to meet their needs."
adult-child ratio is excellent.
The center, ·built with grants
Teacher-aid Barbara Davis is ·
· also a registered nurse with a and Student Government funds, ·

Van Twyver gets reasons
in tenure non-recommendation
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

Dr. Henry Van Twyver,
associate professor of
psychology, received a formal
explanation
for
non-recommendation of tenure
from President Charles N.
Millican March 19.
Millican 's letter states, "The
Board of Regents Operating
Rules require in my
consideration of a nomination of
a faculty member for tenure that
'careful consideration ' be given
to many factors, including
'evaluation by his colleagues and
his immediate superior.' In
addition, the rules require that
any nomination for t.enure must
signify that I . am satisfied
'continuing employment of the
faculty member will serve the
best interests _o_f the institution

'and the university system.'
"A careful review of your file·
indicates that 80 per cent of the
tenured faculty members in your
department voted against your
tenure nomination, and in
addition, your department
chairman forwarded a negative
recommendation.
"In view of these reasons, I
thought it would not be
appropriate for me to
recommend you for t.enure to
the Board of Regents,''
Millican's letter concluded.
Van Twyver said the reasons
cited by Millican did not surprise
him. "In absence of stated '
reasons, people are free to fill in
their own reasons," he mused.
Van Twyver said he plans to
. file a formal grievance with the
university. According to the
grievance procedure, he has 20
days after the receipt of

SG office hopefuls
must file by 12th
The offices of president and vice president of the student body are
open for election April 22 and 23.
· Candidates may file a declaration of candidacy beginning at 9 a.m.
Monday. The deadline for filing is 4 p.m. April 12.
To be eligible to hold an executive office -in the Student
Government a student must be a degree seeking student enrolled in a
minimun of nine quarter hours during the entire year. The president
and vice-president of the student body may hold officy with
minimum of sev~n quarter hours, but possess a cumulative grade point
average of not less than 2.0 and not be on adacemic probation or
under restrictive probation, suspension or expulsion.
Students seeking the office of president or vice president must be
of at least sophomore classification when assuming office.
·
Active campaigning will begin April 13. The total expenses allowed
for each presidential and vice presidental candidate, including cash
spent, debts incurred and gifts received, is determined by a ratio of
three cents per eligible student registered during the quarter
preceeding the election. The official eligible voting student enrollment
will be determined by the university registrar.
Candidates must assume responsibility for all authorized campaign
expenses on their behalf.
Campaign expenses for candidates cannot be combined, but
expenses can be shared. The combined maximum expenditures by an
single organization or individual on behalf of a candidate may not
exceed $25.
In order to regulate campaign expenses all candidates must file a
Campaign Expense Statement Form, which is supplied by the
Elections Commission. This form must be submitted no later than
noon, April 26.
The expense statement includes all invoices or recripts for
campaigning expenses, an itemized list of all campaign expenses and a
statement signed by the candidate attesting to the total amount of
campaign expenses.
Students who will not be on campus during the election may obtain
an absentee ballot. The commissioner of elections can mail a certified
ballot to any eligible student who requests it at least five school days
prior to an election. Ballots must be returned no later than 4 p.m. the
day of the election to be valid and counted.
Write-in votes are allowed only to challenge a candidate on an
official ballot. Any write-in candidate must flillfill the constitutional
qualifications for that office.

Millican's letter to file. The
informal grievance · proceedings,
which include a re-evaluation of
the tenure application, must be
complet.ed within 30 days. Then
a formal hearing is conducted by
the university.

3M to host
demonstration
The 3M Co. will host a
" Salute t o Flor i da
Technological University", a
demonstration of a new
school data entry system,
April 13 in the Computer
Science Building.
Sessions for data
processing employes
interested faculty and staff
will begin at 11 a.m. and 1
p.m., respectively.

is a completely setf-supp~rting
unit.
"There are no tax dollars
going into the center at all. The
people who use it pay for it,"
said Dean Wilson. ''We've tried
to keep the costs as low as
possible and still keep it
functioning," she -added.
From th~ smiles on the faces
of the children and absence of
stress on the faces of -the staff,
the successful first day may be
only the beginning of a
successful future for the center.

.Sen. Harbeck /q uits
Student Senate decisions

whi~h "hinder senators" was

cited as a main reason for
resignation by former Sen.
Terry Harbeck wh~ recently
faced impeachment for
exceeding the number of
. absences allowed each
senator.
According to Miss
Harbeck, she was not able to
appeal her case to the
Legislation, Judicial and
Rules committee which rules
on unexcused absences
because the committee meets
·
at night.
"My main problem is that
· I also hold a job at night,"
said Miss Harbeck in her
letter of regisnation.

"I thought my position
was understood so I failed to
· give written excuses for my
absences from committee
meetings," she explained.
Miss Harbeck questioned
the effectiveness of this years
Student Government in her
resignation letter and listed
grievances pertaining to the
senate's self-criticism. "The
senate has hurt itself. It has ·
no praise for itself," she said.
''I am by no means
resigning from SG. I have put
t.oo much into it to see it not
live up to the potential I
believe it has," she explained.
"But I will not argue with
other senators to prove my
worthiness."

FTU blood drive nets
201 units for ca"'1pus
Dr. Edward titoner, director
- of the FTU Student Health
Center, is pleased with the
results of the recent campus
blood drive.
Students, faculty and staff
members donated 59 pints of
blood March 2 and 72 pints
March 10, increasirig FTU's
credit to 201 units. The TKE
fraternity was awarded a trophy
from Student Government for
donating the most blood. ·
All students, faculty and staff
and their immediate families are
eligible to use the FTU Blood
Bank, which ·was started in
1971.
It is requested, but not ·

Dehater·s
to co1npete
in nationals
The FTU ,Debate Team
recently qualified at the District
Six National Qualifying
Tournament as one of four
teams to represent the nine
southeastern states in national
debate competition.
"It was a great victory for
us,'-' exciaimed Jeff Butler, FTU
Debate Team coach. "Debate is
differen·t than other types of
college competition because
there aren't any divisions. We
have to compete with the best of
them," he added.
Defeating schools such as
Duke, University of Florida,
University of North Carolina and
University of Kentucky, FTU's
Ed Foster and Pat Jerome
emerged victorious after eight
rounds to send FTU to the
national tournament in Boston
April 16.
Twenty-five schools attended
the district tournament by
invitations extended on the basis
of each schools win-loss record.
Each school invited needed to
have won over half of the major
tournaments in which they
participated this year.
FTU will travel to Boston
along with Vanderbilt, Wake
Forest and the University of
Virginia whose teams' cllso
qualified as the southeastern
states to compete in the
National Debate Tournament.

DEAN CAROL WILSON
Acting Director

required that blood used be
replaced, according to Stoner. "We try to keep a minimum
of 1 oo· pin ts for 5,000
students," said Stoner, "and as·
the population increases an
additional 25 pints for every
2,500 students."
All requests for blood must;
be channeled through the Health
Center at FTU and any blood
drives on campus must be
coordinated and sponsored by
the Student Health Center.·
Anyone who wishes may
donate blood at any time to the
Central Florida Blood Bank and
specify that it be credited to
FTU's Blood Bank, Stoner said.

·

",

Photo by Fred So.mmer

TWO PUBLIC S~HOOL STUDENTS find out what
· thousands of FTU students already know--sprink.lers are
everywhere and anywhere on campus. It's the beginning of
' school for F~U students, while the fortunate young lasses
. from tt~e public schools were on their annual spring vacation
of fund and frolic this week.
·

i
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SOiar energy society
announ.c es move to Cape
The International Solar
Energy Society announced
recently that it will relocate it~
national headquarters at Cape
Canaveral ,s Florida Solar Energy
Center. State solar officials say
the relocation may aid in
bringing the proposed $50
million federal solar energy
research center to the state.
Dr. Howard Harrenstein,
director of the Florida Solar
Energy Center, ·which is
administered by the State
University System said "the
decision to place their
headquarters in Florida was
made
by
the most
knowledgeable men in the field
of solar energy in the country.
While this group is not making a
decision on the Solar Energy
Research Institute (the federal
center), we feel that having the
society's headquarters in Florida
will give us a significant
advantage in our bid for the
national institute."
SUS Chari cellor E. T. Yark
Jr. said, "We consider this
selection a vote of confidence in
Florida,s solar energy program
by the International Solar
Energy Society. It gives further
national visibility to the

pioneering efforts of Florida
scientists in the solar energy
field."
The international society,
with world headquarters in
Australia, has more than 3,000
members in its American
section, the society's largest
membership. The organization is
''dedicated to fostering the
application of solar energy
through science and technology,
encouraging solar energy basic
and applied research and
development, · and advancing the
use of solar energy.,,
The Cape Canaveral site was
chosen after nation-wide
competition in which it won
over the bid of Arizona.
According to Dr. Gerald
Lowery, director of the Florida
center's research and
development division, the
international society will
initially place one to two
persons at the Cape.
Ultimately, Lowery said, the
staff will expand to rriake the
national headquarters a center of
information exchange for those
involved in the burgeoning solar
energy field.
Proposals for the federal solar
research center which opens in

I·~
'lfl" J & B uSEo AUTO
PARTS INC.
I~
II
I

East Hwy. ·50 Bithlo, Fla,

January must be submitted_to
the Federal Energy Research and
Development Administration by
July 15. A governor's task force
is working with the Cape center
in luring the · solar institute to
Florida. The task force hopes to
acquire a five-year land option
on 300 acres of government land
in the Cape Canaveral area for
the federal center. Harrenstein
said he believes the government
land "could be shifted readily"
for the cent.er.

m
New radiators & repairs
W
Import - American - Truck parts
I.
s Ca~h for iunk or :vvrecked cars & trucks 1•

I

Open seven days

Guidelines for the federal
institute released by the federal
agency say 300 acres are needed
for the center. Two hundred of
the acres are needed for outdoor
research and testing work.
However there is no mention in
the guidelines of a need for a
sunny·climate.

*
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WE ·cARRY:
WHITE SJAG

Long Dresses

Slacks

GAY GIBSON~
0

. BOBBIE BROOKS

.

Blouses

• TOP LPs - $3.9~
• 45s .- NOW· ~$ .. 96
•AUDIO AT DISCOiJ,.T

I

If

l

-~

..CEN"fRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST
· "RECORD 8t AUDIO STORES"

e COLONIAL PlAZA .(SouthMalO •••• : .". ORLANDO
e WINTER PARK MALL • . • • • • • • • • WINTER PARK
e ALTAMONTE MALL (Lower Level) .... -· ALTAMONTE

Why Suffer

~~

--

TAI

Skirts ··

LOTHES CORRAL

Harrenstein explained the
requirement omission of a sunny
climate is probably a "good
political approach.,, The climate
advantages of the Cape areas
could be mentioned in Florida'a
proposal, he added.
the state acquires the
five-year feder~l land option,
both Harrenst.ein and Robert C.
Hock, executive director of the
task force, agree the Cape has an
advantage in landing the center
due to good housing, available
scientific personnel and nearby
university facilities.

568-2131 ·
m1

11

,From addictive demand~

on yourself~d others?

Happiness Happens· _When

you e~perience' life
as .a parade of preferences.

\\ \

Photo by Alan Geeslin

ONE MIGHT THINK CAMPUS POLICE are _g etting overly
zealous but this 21h ton jewel is just a harmless w3:ter wagon
used b~ the Physical P~ant for irrig~t~on and fire~. Stat.e
agencies and universities have the pnvilege of buymg this
type of army surplus. FTU purchased and remodeled the
1953 truck to support 1,200 gallons of water.

Consciousness·

~-

. as you drop demands and

'

'
le<n.n '" stay <:Einte~ed
·loving ~nd floY!i~g~

to

ExpO-n ds

Cabinet increases tuition
for third straight year
For the third consecutive
year, students in Florida's n"ine
state universities will be paying
higher tuition.
A new tuition hike, designed
to bring an extra $6 million to
the State University Sys.tern, was
recently approved by the cabinet
despite opposition from student
leaders and Education
Commissioner Ralph Turlington.
T u r l i n g t o n , w h o h as
repeatedly skirmishecJ with Gov.
Reubin Askew over his proposed
educational bueget, which
Turlington considers too low,
had asked Askew to send the
tuition proposal directly to the
legislature without the cabinet's
formal approval.
· Askew told Turlington the
cabinet would have to act on the
proposal, and did not have the
option of simply transmitting it
to the house.
Only Comptroller Gerald
Lewis and Secretary of State
Bruce Smathers voted against
the increase, saying ti was
unwaranted since tuition had
already been raised two years in
a row.
Dave Sigerson, executive

director fot the Florida Student
Association complained, "this is

thes~~~~::.a:a~:r~~e 1~~~~~

hike
has boosted undergraduate
tuition 27 per cent and graduate

~~:~g~.7

per cent over three
The hikes will raise the ;
average quarterly bill for ·

CO N·.SC Ia·USN ESS
GRo WT H GR o uP~fl--~
I

0

Z~~~m;~ileai~ni~~~h~: ~~~i~!s

will pay $22.50more.
Graduate tuition jumped $ 24
per quarter, and out of state
graduate students were hit with
a $60 increase.

··

\Al ·

Contact:. Dr. Don \vvp .t on
Devefopm.ef'.lfat :.:_Ceryte-1\Jt~ :· · ;· 1.t:6·, D~rnt: ~ .:
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·
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VALUABLE COUPON

ALOMA TIRE COMPANY
OPEN: 7:30 a.m. till 6 p.m . .• 3 p.m. Sat.

~'

I'M sowARD LOGUE ·

We Honor Mobil, Chevron,. BankAme.ricard & Master
Charge Credit Cards For Tires and Services-WE DO OIL
CHANGE-MECHANICAL WO-RK ; TUNE-ALIGN •
MENT-BRAKE WORK.
:
:

•••• 1131
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' THIS COUPON
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Sub sandwiches long on appeal
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Special Writer

Photo by Mark Landreth

"DREAMWEAVER" GARY WRIGHT appeared with Peter
Frampton March 12 in th~ Orlando Sports Stadium.

Concert review

Live rock second
nature to Frampton
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

A good, love, rock concert may be hard to find nowadays, but for
Peter Frampton, it comes second nature. Frampton's reportiore of
electric hard rock and acoustic rythm and blues, along with Gary
Wright's electronic wizardry recently drew an estimated 6,000 rock
enthusiasts to the Orlando Sports Stadium.
Wright opened the program, playing cuts from his album, "The
Dream Weaver," as well as unrecorded arrangements.
WRight was backed by one drummer and two keyboard players.
Wright's music is rather unique in that all music but vocals and drums
comes from keyboards.
"It's hard to establish any kind of visual presence when you're an
all-keyboard band" Wright explained, "Pianists have to remain static
onstage where guitarists can bounce all over the place."
But the mellow synthesized sound and Wright's "distinctive, high,
Anglo-soul voice" was all that was necessary to please the audience.
By the end of his performance hundreds of matchflames lit the arena,
bekoning an enco:te.
Frampton followed Wright with hard and soft, wide-ranged rock.
Fr anpton,s music is renowned for its consistent quality, both on
record and in performance.
In fact, Frampton's concert tours resulted in his latest album,
"Frampton Comes Alive." A collection culled from the full range of
his live material, this recording quickly scaled music charts. A recent
Billboard survey pegged the album as No. 2.
In concert, Frampton played guitar and the talkbox, an electronic
innovation that enables him to modulate his guitar's sound with his
voice. Backing him up were John Siomos on drums, Bob Mayo on
guitar, vocals, piano and organ and Stanley Sheldon on bass guitar and
vocals.
The audience appe~red entranced by the group's music and
screamed for "more" as the performance neared an end. For an ·
encore, Frampton played a collection of reproductions made famous
by other well known artists.

Gale-Ward &Winchester D lnc.
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Dagwood Bumstead became
famous years ago for his
monstrously proportioned
sandwiches stacked with layer
upon layer of sliced cold cuts
and cheeses and a potpourri of
special trimmings hanging over
the bread's edges.
Times may have changed, but
college students still enjoy an
occasional submarine sandwich,
whether slapped to gether in the
conveiience of the individual
kitchen or as a take-out order
from the neighborhood sub
shop.
The traditional toasted roll
filled with tasty mortadella;
smooth provolone cheese;
selected deli meats-salami, ham;
along with all the
trimmings-tomatoes, lettuce,
onions and special sauces
continues to whet the appetite
of FTU students.
Yes, combination subs are
seemingly here to stay, even
though a surprising number of
students complain they are too
expensive.
But "regular subs" are facing
increasing competition in
popularity from the "steak and
cheese" crowd and sub parlors
are showing a growing tendency
to expand their selections to
include tuna, roast beef, ham
and cheese, turkey, meatball and
pepperoni subs-something for
every appetite.
Subs are a very personal
thing-people have their own
favorite type for their own
particular reasons and they buy
them more often than not at
their own favorite sub shop.
Debbie Robinson, a junior
majoring in medical records said

she frequents Sobik's in
Casselberry at snacktime
because, "Their subs are the
biggest and the best and they
have good sauce on them"
Dee's Sub Shop on East
Colonial Drive across from the
Winn-Dixie is Joe Gicobbe's
favorite. The senior physical
education major orders ham and
wiss or meatball subs there for
several reasons.
"They're reasonable subs at
reasonable prices. You get pre tty
good service and the people are
· real nice," he said. Gicobbe
usually visits the shop at
lunch time once a week.
LuAnn's in Titusville is the
choice of freshman political
science major Vicki Holley, who
goes several times a month at
mealtime for a steak and cheese
sub. Why LuAnne's?
"They . toast the buns and
that makes them really good,
especially when the cheese
melts," she commented. "They
aren't that expensive. They're
cheaper than any other place in
town." ,
Lee Taylor, a sophomore
radio-television major only goes
out for cheese steak subs
occasionally-twice a year to be
. exact- because "they're too
expensive. Who can afford to eat
now?" he asked. His favorite
shop is the National Sub Shop
on East Colonial Drive.
Sobik's in Casselberry also
gets Greg Goldin's business once a month. The sophomore
music major orders steak subs ·
there for convenience' sake but
added, "Subs are too expensive
in general, considering what's
put in them."
An overwhelming number of
interviewed students cited
"George's Subs" at the Better

Food -Market on East Colonial
Drive, halfamile past the
University Inn when traveling
west, as their No. 1 choice.
Featuring 16-inch
combination monstrosities for
only $1.99, with other sandwish
selections such as ham and
cheese or roast beef for $2. 99,
the grocery store boasts about
50 steady weekly customers,
according to Frank Hage, whose
family owns the market.
Lauren Shapiro, a freshman
allied legal services major said, "I
feel like I'm getting more for my
money there, My roommate and
I go get one for dinner and split
it.,,
A twice-a-week patron, junior
microbiology major Mike
Scholla makes a meal out of
George's regular subs and raved
about "George's secret sauce."
He explainte, "It's the best
place you can go for ·your
money and it's at a good
location.
Scholla said half a dozen subs
are split and devoured each
Sunday before his . campus
fraternity meeting.
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Ruling class dolllinance
topic of guest speaker
Upcoming even ts for next
week include political and social
talks and an interesting TV
documentary.
The dominance of the ruling
class in American government is
the topic to be discussed by Dr.
G. William Dumhoff in the
ENAUD Tuesday at 8 p.m. The
program is free and open to the
public.
Students are invited for
special discussion at 4 p.m. in
the student organization lounge
in the VC 133.
For musical inspiration, the
Concert Choir of Broward
Community College will present

a program of American choral
music on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
the FTU Music Rehearsal Hall.
The choir, directed by .
Thomas J. Cole will include
songs of early America, black
spirituals and Moravian music.
A TV do cu men tary called
Freedom Feedback, is an
in-depth exploration of private
rights and public interests which
will premier Thursday at 7 p.m.
on public television, Channel 24.
The four part series will cover
artificial living and mercy killing,
abortion, eugenic engineering ·
and bio-ethics from a
humanitarian perspective.

.Upcoming VC activities

Astronolller to discuss
life in outer space.

•

"Life in Outer Space,"
featuring the · director of the
National Radio Astronomy
Observatory, Dr. William H.
Howard, will be presented
· Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
Multipurpose Room.
Sponsored by the American
Astronomical Society (AAS),
the FTU Physics department and
the Village Center (VC) Speakers
Committee, Howard will deliver
a lecture entitled "Search for
Extraterrestrial Life."
Howard qill address questions
of interest such as: is there life
in outer space? and, can we
communicate
with
extraterrestrial life?
Howard is a professor at the
University of Michigan and has a
background in galactic and
extra-galactic studies as well as
optical and radio astronomy. He
is visiting FTU as a .Harlow

Shapley AAS Visiting Lecturer
in Astronomy.
· The lecture is free to students
with IDs.
Interested in donating some
of your time to a worthy cause?
Then be sure to attend FAVORS
Agency Volunteer Night
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
Mul _tipurpose Room. All
students interested in investing
some time and manpower to
campus activities are welcome to ·
attend.
"Charlie Varrick," starring
Walter Matthau and Don Baker
is the vc movie of the week,
tonight and Sunday night at
8: 30 in the VCAR.
Billed as a fast-paced action
drama, "Charlie Varrick" is the
· story of an ex-stunt pilot turned
bank robber and his flight from
the FBI and "the mob."

The Everything Sack21" x 25", with drawstring and red
wooden knobs. Holds anything from
socks and shirts to overnight ski and
camp gear. Sturdy, durable and colorful!
ToteBag9" x 17", with jumbo zipper. Great for
lunch, cosmetics, overnight gear,
what-have-you. Take it to the beach,
to the slopes. Lightweight carryall for
anything, anywhere.

Only $2.50 each.
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Dannon Yogurt, P.O. Box 2347,
Reidsville, North Carolina 27322
Send me
Everything Sacks
Send me
Tote Bags
For each one, here is $2.50 {check or money order) .
Name
Address

City

tate

Zip

Good only in U.S.A.. Void where prohibited. Add local taxes
where applicable. Offer expires June 30, 1976.

Recipe #456. 78cR

THE

'I'AxcoFizz:
* 2 oz. Jose Cuervo Tequila
*Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.)
* 1 tsp. sugar
* 2 dashes orange bitters
White of one egg
*A glass is quite helpful, too.

*

You can share a furnished apartment ... close, but not too close . . . to FTU for only $65 .00 a
month including water. sewer and garbage . You can enjoy the pool . .. free parties .. . tennis
... volleyball .. . the rec . room . .. and laundry facilities . .. in an atmosphere you alone create .

·~1

ALAFAYA TRAIL

:- , APARTMENTS

JOSE CUERVO ~ TEQUILA . 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTILED BY «:? 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD. CONN.

.J

----------------

-

FROM

2501 Alafaya Trail

$65~ 0 ·

275-8950

SHARED
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CALENDAR
April 2-April 8, 1976
TIME

HERMARTS

T-SHIRTS

OF .EVENTS
EVENT

R .O CK

LOCATION

12 S. Semoran (Meat Worl~ Plaza) 275-8320

Almost 150 d'ifferent
designs at very good
prices. Send 2s~ · for
complete illustrated
catalog.

STUDENT SPECIAL
5 QTS.

a.s.

~O,

30, 40 WT. with FilTER* 4.98

with CASTROL $1.00 extra
· Bring AD for 50' off

FRIDAY, APRIL 2
SG Book Exchange
Sportsman Club
Executive Board
Omega Psi Phi
"Charlie Varrick"

AUTO PARTS

20% off other parts

9 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.

VC211
Stud. Org. Lg.

7:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
8:30 p.m.

Multipurpose
VCAR

(tools & plugs excepted)

COSMIC RAINBOW
167 WEST 21st STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011.

*Most cars, quantity limited.

SATURDAY, APRIL 3
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
2 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-Midnight
6 p.m.-1:30 a.m.

TKE
Leadership Conference
Delta Sigma Theta
Beta Sigma Phi
Alpha Phi Omega
Under the Table

ENGR 359, 360
VCAR
GCB 102
Lake Claire
All GCB
Multipurpose

SOPHOMORES Ill
THIS COULD BE YOU TWO
YEARS FROM NOWlll

SUNDAY, APRIL 4
5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Zeta Tau Alpha
TKE
SAE
Pi Kappa Alpha
"Charlie Varrick"

GCB 114, 115
GCB 225
GCB 224
GCB 216
VCAR

• Earn $500.00 this summer plus
$1000.00 each year during
your iunior and senior years.

MONDAY, APRIL 5
9 a.m.-2:45 ·p.m.
1 p.n'i.-3 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-10 p.m.

SG Book Exchange
VC Cultural Events
Karate
Tri-Delta
Tyes
Horse back Riding
Lessons

· • Participate in water confidence
courses~ leader:ship workshops,
marksmanship. training, and
~uch, much more.

vc 211
vc 214
Multipurpose
GCB 225
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 200

• Provide yourself a viab·l e
career option when you
graduate.

TUESDAY, APRIL 6
9 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
6: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.

SG Book Exchange
Speaker
IFC Meeting
Pegasus Pedalers
American Society of
Civil Engineers

vc 211
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 200
vc 214
Multipurpose

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7
9 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

SG Book Exchange
Entertainment
VC Favors
Shakespeare Rehearsal
Karate

VC211
VC Green
Multipurpose
vc 214
Multipurpose

THURSDAY; APRIL 8
SG Book Exchange
SG Senate
Captains Meeting
IFC
VC Girl Scouts
SG LJP Committee
VC & Physics Department

9 a.m.-2:45 p.m.
Noon-2 .p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
4 p.m.-5: 30 p.m.
7 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
8 p.m.-11 p.m.

PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE!!!

ACT NOWlll
Contact Captain Jeff Johnson, phone 73.4 -4121,

vc 211
ENGR 359
vc 200
Stud. Org. Lg.
VC214
VC200
Multipurpose

extensio".1 215 Brittain Hall, Stetson University'

-.
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Suhcontntittee hacks· off, ·
won 'i cut grad progrants
Reversing itself, a senate subcommittee voted last week not to
eliminate graduate programs which didn't have 37 full-time students
(450 student credit hours), a proposal FTU President Charles N.
Millican and would virtually eliminate the graduate program here.
The Senate Ways and Means subcommittee instead allowed the
Board of Regents staff to review and eliminate graduate programs
using their own criteria. But the subcommittee will require the board
to explain why any discipline with less than 450 student credit hours
is not cut.
Reseru;ch, another area of statewide concern, would be funded at
about the present level, with the major change made by the
subcommittee being the method in which funds are allocated.
According to Bill Corley, senior budget analyst for the Ways and
Means Committee, the subcommittee also recommended that the
State University System reduce by 25 per cent the number of Full
Time Equivalency (FI'E) funds allocated to education colleges.
Of the $4.6 million savings, Corley said $2.8 million would be put
back into the education program for use in off-campus teacher
education centers. These are primarily used for teachers already
working in the public school system, he said.
He cautioned that the subcommittee hasn't tinished its work and
could recommend other changes in university programs. The ·
subcommittee met on Wednesday and meets again next Wednesday.
Oroginal recommendations by the subcommittee chaired by Sen. ·
Robert Graham called for a university funding reduction of $26
million, layoffs of 413 teachers statewide, and enrollments lowered by
1,000 students.
On the other floor of the legislature, a house appropriations
subcommittee Monday recommended a State University "System
budget of $264.5 million, $8.3 million under Gov. Reubin Askew's
proposed budget. However the subcommittee asked the state to grant
$191.8 million in general revenue funds, $600,000 more than Askew's

PERSONAL
TYES -- Welcome Back! I
missed you all! To Sally,
Deb, Tonya, Barb, and
Sue ... I had fun on the
trip! Rosselle, thanks for
the ·Keys! Have a nice day,
TYES. Love, Mitch.
FOR SALE
Table tennis table, paddles,
balls & net. All like new.
$35. Ext. 2661.
VW "Thing" 7 4 6400 miles
minor damage have parts no
time. The "THING" will be
a collectors item in a few
years! $2,250 29S-1107
after 6 p.m.
Honda CB 360T 197 5 4
mos. old very low mileage,
crashbar, bookrack,
warranty, economical,
excellent condition, qualify
and assume payments $38
oer month. best offer over

$100 dollars
298-1625.

phone

7 3 Datsun pickup AC
31,000 mi. new topper new
wide tires $2,500 call
568-4693 after 5.
73 Buddymobile, 12x65'
like new 2 BDRM, 2 bath,
central air & heat on shaded
lot 3 mi. FTU 568-4693
after 5:30 $6,900.

garbage disp., utility
carport. Call 298-2703.
Home for sale, 2 bdrm.
attached private studio
apartment now brings
$1200 per year income.
Corner lot convenient.
$24,800. Call 896-6690.
SERVICES

FOR RENT
Need a student to share a
house with another male.
Also need student to rent
room $50 month 2 miles to
FTU. Call 273-2212.
Roommate wanted 4 miles
from FTU 2 BDRM apt.,
pool $62 mo. call
671-5192.
Nice 2 bedroom duplex in
OviP.nn _

ni~h'W::l<i:hP..-

Spanish tutor. Native
speaker. Retired professor
will teach in your home.
Reasonable fee. For info
call 896-6690 evenings.

Handwriting illegible? Will
type all materials, term
papers, thesis, resumes,
scripts, etc. Call 275-7962.
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Coast Guard beats crew,
but Varsity 8 sparkles
Just give Dennis Kamrad, FTU's crew coaeh, a
couple of hundres thousand to buy crew skulls with
and he'll bring home the small college national
championship. If you don't believe it, just ask him.
Kamrad has thus far guided the Knights' Varsity
8 team to four easy wins and only one loss, and that
by a slim margin to an undisputably exceptional
Coast Guard.crew.
Tuesday, against the Citadel, FTU swept both
races to give them their third straight win. Saturday,
the Knights travel to Melbourne to compete in the
Governor's Cup.
The U.S. Coast Guard invaded the shores of Lake
Maitland with 92 oarsmen in their dual crew meet
with FTU last week. Ranked first in the nation for
small colleges and fifth in the nation for all
universities last year, the Coast Guard swept all
three races from FTU.
But Coach Kamrad was extremely pleased with
the performance of his Varsity 8 team as the smaller
and anciently equipped Knights finished closer to
the Coast Guard than any small college team has in
the last two years.
In their next competition, FTU's men made a

com~lete sweep in their meet. against the U~iversity

of Connecticut, whom K.amrad described as a very
undisciplined team.
The women's squad had trouble with
Connecticut, . however, plaing second between
Connecticut's two women's crews.
At the President's Cup in Tampa FTU faced some
of its stiffest competition, particularly from
Dartmouth, a Division I team, and FIT, the
defending Southern champion last year.
The women placed third in the Varsity 4 meet as
Tampa won the six-team event. In the women's
Varsity 8, FTU finished fifth of six teams with
Tampa again taking top honors.
The men's c.rews also had difficulties as the
Varsity 4 placed last while the Junior Varsity 8
finished third out of six teams. Dartmouth won
both events.
, But in the Varsity 8, race the Knights pulled out
I one of the most exciting and satisfying victories of
I the season beating Dartmouth by 13 seconds, and ·
'. surviving a see-saw battle with FIT.nose ahead in the
last 15 strokes and beat the powerful FIT crew by
1. 9 seconds.
1

1

"Nobody heats us ·easily,'
Four-in-a-row· for men netters
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

That was to be the last loss to
date, as Florida Tech has now
streaked to four straight wins.
First to do down was
Nbrthem Illinois (9-0) in an easy
contest, followed by Cinncinnati
(6-3). Here again it was Crable,
Bryant, Watford, Maliczowski
and Harris grabbing singles
victories while Watford and
Maliczowski teamed for a
doubles win.

Future

FTU'S men's tennis team
made it four-in-a-row with a 9-0
blanking of Embry Riddle
Monday afternoon on the FTU
courts.
.
Claiming a singles victory was
Page 14-April 2, 1976
Toby Crable, with a 6-1, 6-0
swamp of Ken Thacker. Steve
Bryant (6-0, 6-1), Jim Shea (6-3,
fr2), Marc Watford (6-0, 6-0),
Doug Maliczowsi (fr 1, 6-0) and
Dan Hicks (frl, 6-1) also netted
The Oveido Torpedoes captured the intramural soccer crown,
wins.
Crable and Bill Stetzer
defeating Lambda Chi Alpha (LXA) 2-1 in the first of two overtime
combined for a doubles victory
periods.
1omrng Bryant and Hicks.
The Torpedoes, led by player-coach Jim Rudy, who also directs
Maliczowski and Bill Scott were
FTU's varsity soccer team, beat AAIE;: ~1 for the Independent crown.
also victorfous in doubles play.
Rudy scored all four goals for the Torpedoes on breakaway runs.
"This team is coming
LXA came to the finals after finishing the Fraternity League season
around,'' said tennis boss Lex with only a tie to Tau Kappa Epsilon in the final game. TKE and
Wood. ''We have been hurt with
Sigma Chi each lost one game, finishing in second place in the league.
physical and adacemic injuries
The Torpedoes scored first on a follow shot by Bill Vallance with
this season, but we 're still 10 minutes gone in the first half. LXA then got on the board with a
fighters. Nobody beats us ·goal by Carl Larrabee. The teams then settled down and ended
·
regulation time at 1-1.
easily."
The win ended FTU's spring
It was decided there would be two 5-minute overtime periods to
break scheduled at an even .500 settle the draw. Midway in the first overtime period, Brey Arnn
(6-6) and upped the seasonal kicked a long pass down the middle to Rudy who headed it in for the
score and a 2-1 win.
record to ~ 11.
In · that 12 game swing, the
In other intramural action, Alpha Tau Omega won the CO-Rec
Knights dropped the first four basketball title with a substantial decision over the intramural staff
decisions to Duke, Maryland, team.
South Carolina and Presbyterian
ATO had previously lost twice to the Rowdies, but because of an
be fore clobering last year's ineligible player on the Rowdies'roster, ATO completed in the finals.
Southern Conference
Intramural men's water polo gets underway this month with the
Champions, Appalachian, 6-3
entry deadline set at April 7. The women's softball league also begins
After zipping Central this month and has an April 7 deadline.
Michigan, 9-0, the netters
A special event, beginning its third year at ITU, the Superstar
dropped a pair of matches to competition, will begin April 19. Deadline for entering the Superstar
Kansas and a very strong event will be April 12 and all participants must be sponsored by a
Kalamazoo squad, fr3 and 9-0, club, fraternity or sorority on campus. There will also be a $10 entry
respectively.
fee charged per participant.

SPORTS

•
Torpedoes win
soccer

Photo by Alan Geeslin

HEAD BASKETBALL COACH Eugene "Torchy" Clark
was selected unanimously as the Coach of the Year of the
newly formed Sunshine State Conference. Clark, in his
seventh year at FTU, gui~ed last year's troubled 14-10
squad to the Sunshine State championship with a 20-3
record in its first year as well as a national ranking, fourth in
the final NCAA poll.
Along with Clark's honors, two FTU cagers were named
to the All-Sunshine State Conference team, Bennie Shaw
and Bo Clark. Shaw was the state's second leading scorer
averaging 24. 9 points per game. Clark, also named to the
South Region All-Tournament team, finished with a 23.9
points per game average. Clark was also the conference's
leading free throw shooter hitting 43 of 4 7 from the line for
a 91 per cent total.

Commentary

Unexpected hampers
roundhall tourney
By DON COBLE
Staff Writer

They say that playing basketball on the road has its ups and downs.
For FTU in the NCAA Division II Southern playoffs, that was an
understatement.
Oh sure, the litle picky things didn't go in the Knight's favor, but
that's expected on the road. But an official mistake which easily could
have been the turning point of the ballgame was not expected.
The fact was that Mark Patrick, a six-foot-six Valdosta State
forward, played the final 7: 36 of the game against ITU with five
personal fouls. This was not expected.
Shortly following the 95-82 loss to the Blazers in the opening
round of the NCAA Division II Southern Regional Tournament, a
question as to te count on Patrick's foul tally was brought up by six
members of the media, including a Valdosta reporter.
"During the first hale, the girl who was _the official scorekeeper
(she also serves as University of Tennessee-Chattanooga scorekeeper)
erased a foul out of her book," said FTU Sports Information Director
(SID) Larry Hernandez. "I asked her about it, and she told me that
she was the official scorekeeper, and to erase my second foul that I
had on Patrick.
"The way that whole thing was run in Chattanooga, I knew it
would be useless to try and say something about it."
From Hernandex I went to the tournament director, Mark Carlson
(SID at UT-Chattanooga) and asked to examine the official book to
contest the legality of the erasing.
I should have been able to prove the goof, but the book strangely
disappeared. This too was not expected.
As it stood, Florida Tech was only down 77-72, when Patrick
claimed foul No. 5. Instead, the junior remained and ignited an
eight-point rally to put the contest out of reach for the Knights.
Patrick totalled six points, six rebounds and three steals during the
final seven minutes of play.
Next was the comical way which UT-Chattanooga handled the
seating arrangements in the much publicized "Big Mac" Maclellan
Gym.
As FTU and Rollins' fans filed into the 4,000 seat gym, they were
quickly instructed to sit in the upper deck of the North side of the
gym (although Rollins sat in the end zone bleachers).
When asked, Carlson said tha the lower decks were put on reserve
for the season ticket holders of UT-Chattanooga. Rollins mentor Ed
Jucker protested the move, but to no avail.
Excuse me Mr. Carlson, but was I wrong for thinking that the
tourney was only hosted by UT-Chattanooga? If he was correct by
assigning the seats, the tournament should have been called the
UT-Chattanooga Invitational.
.
The regular season finished two weeks before the playoff was
scheduled. The Moes had as much right to reserve seats as FTU did.
They were onlv the hosting team.
JIMMY RUDLOPH, SECOND BASEMAN for the Knights, prepares to bunt against the
Strange that two teams less than 30 minutes from each other, and a
strong Division I team from South Carolina. Coached by former pro Bobby Richardson, third t.eam only three hours away had to travel over 600 miles to
South Carolina swept through Tinker Field silencing the Knights' bats and shutting out FTU participate in the playoff.
Surely, the teumament could have been worked out to help the
by scores of 8-0 and 7-0.
· .
demands
by every team.
But the Knights continued to win their share taking sight and losing six during the spring
One final note: ITU entered the Southern Regionals with the best
break to bring their record to 13-10. The Knights face Cornell University tonight at Tinker record of any team playing (20-3) and traveled the farthest. Only fair.

and play St. Leo in a two game series over the weekend.
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Art stolen
from exhibit
in library

. ·· FLORIDA

THIS PAINTING, valued .
at $800, was apparently
stolen from the FTU library
sometime between March 3
and March 23.
The painting was a part
of the Hugh F. McKean
exhibit.
Anyone with infomation
about the painting should
contact Dorothy Kannon ofthe Instructional Media
Center at 275-2571.

.·. ·

Acupuncture
.
.
FOUNDATION ,

CORDIAU YINVITES THE GENfRAl PUBLIC TO ATTfND

OUR OPEN.HOUSE .
SATURDAY , .APRIL 3, 1976
10 A.M. • 4 P.M.
at ACUPUNCTURE CENTER OF GREATER ORLANDO
475 North Maitland Ave., Aharnonte springs, Fla. 32701
FREE INFORMATION, BROCHURES,
. CONSULTATIONS, DEMONSTRATION
Call 830· 1088 for additional ·information ·

Roussntan
Spain, Italy study . tours
still accepting students .
The annual summer stu~es·
programs in Spain and Italy
sponsored by the FTU
Department of Foreign ·
Languages is still open for .
student applications.
Dr. Anthony V. Cervone,
chairman of the Foreign
Language Department, will
.·
· ...

Snorts.
m an Club
r
info

available~

Representatives from the
recently formed FTU Sportsman
Club will man ghe Kiosk (the
information booth between the
Library and Dorm B) Monday
through Wednesday between · 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. for students
interested in learning more
about the club.
.
Formed last quarter by FTU ·
student Tom Brauer, the
Sportsman Club is designed to
give students an opportunity to
participate in more sports
related activities.
The club consists of 14
chapters: ski, scuba, shooting,
bicycling, hunting, "' canoeing,
frisbee throwing, skateboarding,
surfing, sailing, fencing, archery,
parachuting and outing.

Continued from page 1

to determine if the employe is
suitable for permanent status.
In Ms. Roussman 's case, the
evaluation was initially filed by
Lawson and then reviewed by
airect the Italian program.
Students will be quartered at the . Brown. While Lawson could not
be reached for comment, Huang
University of Urbino, a short
said the VC director's evaluation
distance from the Italian
rated her as satisfactory. Brown
Adriatic coast
said his evaluation rated Ms.
.
Dr. Armando Payas, associate
Roussman's actual work
professor of Spanish will be
performance as satisfactory
taking his. fourth FI'U study
group to Spain. The journey will - overall, but he expressed a
difficulty in declaring her
include stays at the University of
"employment situation"
Oviedo, some 265 miles north of
satisfactory.
Madrid and additional study in
Huang said Brown offered Ms.
Seville.
Both groups will leave for the ' Roussman two alternatives. She
could be dismissed at the end of
five week excursion on June 29.
the winter quarter, or the
The codt for each program is
probationary period could be
$ 9 7 5 . For add it i 0 na1
extended 90 days, after which
information, contact the
she could resign.
Department of Foreign
Brown said he initially
Languages or phone 275-2641.
favored immediate termination
Application deadline is April 30.
because a resignation might look
like it was under duress.
After meetings with students
and VC personnel, Brown
reconsidered the recommendai~'
tion. "I had told students that I
would look for a way to extend
The FTU Aqua-Knights,
it (Ms. Roussman's employment)
together with Tyes sorority, will
to the end of the (fiscal) year,"
participate in the National
he explained.
College Pitch-In program
Applications for programming.
sponsored by the ABC Radio
director will be taken for two
Network and Anheuser- Busch.
The two organizations will
weeks, interviews will be
scheduled and Lawson will select
pool their efforts April 24 to
a replacement.
clean up the Wekiwa River area.

'Tear after year, semester

I

after semester, the
CollegeMasterr.)from
Fidelicy Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster®
Field
Associate
•
10 your area:

Organizations
to "pitch

INVESTIGATE ··• JESUS at
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF OVIEDO
Comer Hwys. 520 & 426
Worship -11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Single Adults Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
"Where FTU faculty and students are welcome"
William R. Marr, Pastor
·

MARITAL ENRICHMENT
GROUP
Further your relationship thru
communication and sharing
Partners who are satisfied with each other
may be interested in a group
of ~ouples like themselves

Heshi • Fetishes • Silver
Custom· made and
Authentic Indian Jewelry

Blue Bun Trading Company~
Df lllZDll
131 Welbourne Avenue
P.O. Box 11 ·Winter .-uk, Florid• 32789 · 305/847·9195
Wholesale · Retail · Jobber Prices

To all of you \vho cared:
Thank you
Love,

Vicki

The DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
Dorm C, Room 116

Phone 2 75-2811

Individual problem~oriented
counseling is also available
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ELTON JOHN ·BOB DYLAN EARTH, WIND & FIRE
BEE GEES· BARRY MANILOW ·ART GARFUNKEL
CAPT. &TENNILLE· BARRY WHITE· HELEN REDDY
· FOUR SEASONS · LINDA RONSTADT· CHICAGO
MELISSA MANCHESTER · PAUL SIMON · EAGLES
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